The Fiddlehead

—a literary quarterly in its 27th year of publication.
“(It) has grown from a little mimeographed pamphlet to a book-sized outlet for some of the country’s best fiction writers and poets. It also publishes a good deal of solid criticism.”

— Alden Nowlan, Books in Canada

CONTENTS

—the best poetry by Canada’s established writers
(Dorothy Livesay, George Bowering, David Helwig, Elizabeth Brewster, etc.) and its most promising ones (Edward Byrne, John Thompson, Brian Bartlett, etc.).

—an excellent collection of drama and prose fiction
(of the 16 Canadian short stories chosen for The Best American Stories, 1971, 5 first appeared in The Fiddlehead — more than any other Canadian magazine).

—in depth criticism and book reviews
“... an important forum for poetry and for thorough, thoughtful reviews of the best poetry published in Canada.” — Tom Marshall, editor of Quarry.

—frequent contributions from the U.S. and Commonwealth countries.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES $3.75/annum ($4.50 in U.S.A.)
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